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How could disclosing incidental information from
whole-genome sequencing affect patient behavior?
In this article, we argue that disclosure of incidental findings from whole-genome sequencing has the
potential to motivate individuals to change health behaviors through psychological mechanisms that
differ from typical risk assessment interventions. Their ability to do so, however, is likely to be highly
contingent upon the nature of the incidental findings and how they are disclosed, the context of the
disclosure and the characteristics of the patient. Moreover, clinicians need to be aware that behavioral
responses may occur in unanticipated ways. This article argues for commentators and policy makers to
take a cautious but optimistic perspective while empirical evidence is collected through ongoing research
involving whole-genome sequencing and the disclosure of incidental information.
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Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) is an increasingly valuable tool for diagnosing disease and
optimizing treatments [1,2] . Its use also raises difficult questions regarding what to do with the
vast amounts of information generated that is
incidental to the original purposes of sequencing, but have implications for health and wellbeing. The question of how physicians should
handle these incidental findings (IFs) has been
the topic of much discussion. While guidance
has been sought from existing literature [3,4] ,
WGS differs from technologies such as imaging on several key aspects. Unlike tools such as
imaging, which may generate information of
uncertain significance, WGS is guaranteed to
generate IFs with variable clinical utility, with
implications for personal disease susceptibility,
risks to offspring and pharmacological implications. Moreover, the IFs generated generally have
strong implications for blood relatives. Among
the uncertain implications of disclosing WGS
IFs are how they might change health behaviors.
The ability of genetic information of any
kind to motivate individuals to make sustained
lifestyle modifications to reduce their risks of
disease has been questioned. Genetic testing
for rare, highly penetrant mutations, such as
BRCA1/2 testing for hereditary breast and ovarian cancer syndromes, and Lynch syndrome
testing for colorectal cancer risk, showed that
testing could motivate adherence to screening
recommendations [5] . Early work on the behavioral impact of genetic susceptibility testing for
a common disease using a marker of far less predictive value, APOE genotyping to determine

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) risk, also showed
promising results. Individuals in the REVEAL
Study who learned that they were at increased
genetic risk for developing AD in the future were
not only more likely to report modifying potential risk-reducing behaviors compared with those
who learned that they did not have an increased
genetic risk or did not receive a genetic risk of
assessment [6] , but also were more likely to report
changing their long-term care insurance coverage [7] . The preponderance of studies examining
the behavioral impact of genetic susceptibility
testing using markers of moderate-to-low predictive power has been far less encouraging, however. Genetic testing for lung cancer susceptibility has shown the ability to motivate smoking
cessation over short periods at best [8] and nearly
all other studies have shown no impact of testing on lifestyles such as diet and exercise [5,9] .
Such work has led many to question the ability
of genetic information to be an effective public
health tool for motivating lifestyle modifications
to reduce disease risk [10] .
However, reasons exist to think the disclosure of IFs during WGS might be different. In
a randomized trial involving APOE genotyping
to determine susceptibility to AD, preliminary
analyses showed that participants who learned
of an additional association between APOE and
heart disease were more likely to report changes
to a variety of health behaviors, including diet,
exercise, stress management and vitamin usage at
follow-up [11] . Furthermore, emotional responses
were no worse and possibly better, among those
who were disclosed the IFs [12] . While these
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findings need to be both confirmed and replicated, they represent promising initial evidence
that disclosure of IFs from genetic analyses can
have beneficial effects.
The article that follows speculates on the
potential health behavior effects of disclosing
IFs more generally from WGS, with a focus on
lifestyle modifications made in response to WGS
conducted for clinical purposes (e.g., as opposed
to research findings). First, we briefly summarize the literature on health behavior change
following genetic risk disclosure and address
theoretical considerations of the potential for
IF disclosure to motivate it. We then discuss
how aspects of the IFs, the context of disclosure
and patient-specific factors affect the likelihood
of behavior change. Finally, we look ahead to
potential developments in the field, speculating
on how they will affect attitudes towards IFs
and patients’ responses to them. While the term,
‘incidental findings’, has been used in many different ways in the literature, we refer to it here in
its most general definition: information that is
‘unrelated to reasons for ordering’ [13] .

Health behavior responses to
genetic risk assessments & the
disclosure of unexpected
information
Studies that examine the impact of risk information, genetic or otherwise, have long attempted
to motivate individuals to make health behavior
changes using planned, stepwise programs that
communicate individuals’ susceptibility to disease, while emphasizing the ability of lifestyle
modifications to reduce those risks. Consistently,
behavior change following such interventions
has been minimal. Over 25 years ago, Becker
and Janz concluded, “The provision of typical
[health risk appraisal] feedback should not (on
a theoretical basis) ordinarily be expected to
accomplish much beyond information transmission, belief or attitude change, and the induction
of some level of motivation” [14] .
Interestingly, a more successful foundation for
lifestyle change may be created by significant
and unanticipated events. Events such as a heart
attack of a loved one or a lung cancer diagnosis
of a relative can spur individuals into action [15] ;
and work on addictive behaviors such as smoking and drinking have shown that such events
can be more successful at motivating lifestyle
modifications than well-planned interventions
[16] . Moreover, changes following unplanned
changes are often more sustained than planned
changes [17,18] . It is believed that such events
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cause individuals to have powerful epiphanies.
Some experts have embraced the idea of steering
individuals into ‘mini-epiphanies’ as a way of
initiating health behavior changes [19] .
The ability of IFs from WGS to motivate
behavior change through either rational, deliberative processes or through epiphanies is likely
contingent upon many factors, however. In
the next section, we focus on characteristics of
the IFs, the context of disclosure, and patientspecific factors as important enabling factors for
health behavior change.

Characteristics of the information
& how it is communicated
Near consensus exists that incidental genetic
information should be disclosed if it involves substantial risk of a preventable or treatable condition, when the information has been analytically
and clinically validated, and when individuals
have been forewarned that they may be informed
about IFs [20] . The preponderance of incidental
information fails to meet these criteria and clinicians are required to use their best judgment to
determine what to disclose. Not surprisingly, consensus on what merits disclosure is weak among
physicians, genetic counselors and laboratories
[13,21] . To complicate the issue, clinical utility
might not be the only criteria to judge what is
worthy of disclosure. While some clinicians argue
that only incidental results of clear clinical utility should be shared with individuals [22] , others
argue that clinicians have an obligation to disclose information that has meaning to patients
[23] , while still others have suggested that patient
preferences, established prior to the sequencing,
might help determine what to disclose [24,25] . Each
of these approaches has substantial implications
for the type and amount of incidental disease
information that individuals learn.
The likelihood that IFs will motivate individuals to change health behaviors will be contingent
upon the type of information that would be disclosed. In particular, WGS can generate disease
susceptibility information of variable predictive
power. The kinds of IFs that are most likely to be
disclosed in the near future are rare variants that
are highly penetrant rather than common variants associated with small increases in risk and are
therefore more likely to motivate behavior changes
[26] . However, risk perceptions can be surprisingly
resistant to change [27,28] and even when genetic
information alters them, the effect is frequently
transient for even highly penetrant mutations [29] .
In fact, the ability of genetic risk information to
change other disease beliefs, such as the perception
future science group
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that a condition is controllable, have been unimpressive, with most analyses showing no effects at
all [30] . Moreover, how other types of WGS IFs
change patient health behaviors is almost entirely
speculative. Pharmacogenomic information has
the potential to alter the way patients approach
both prescription and over-the-counter medications, and carrier information on conditions with
autosomal or X-linked recessive patterns of inheritance may affect mating choices and reproductive
decisions. Data on how these types of information, disclosed when they weren’t solicited in the
first place, change patient behaviors is currently
lacking.
The quantity of information disclosed is also
likely to affect how people respond to the disclosure of IFs. The number of IFs any given individual will have that indicate a substantial risk
of a modifiable condition has been estimated to
be three to five by some [31] , or to number in the
tens by others [24] . Whatever the actual number
is, it will clearly be far less than all other types
of IFs, which number in the thousands to tens
of thousands [31] . As mentioned before, consensus is lacking on what should be disclosed and
some argue that disclosure should be driven by
patient preferences. Of note, regarding the latter suggestion is that the evidence garnered to
date suggests that participants want as much
information as possible [32,33] . The implications
for health behaviors are significant: disclosing
copious amounts of incidental information has
the potential to overwhelm individuals and
inhibit their ability to act on the information,
thus decreasing the likelihood that behavior
change will ensue. Compounding the complexity, genetic test providers often adopt a ‘more-ismore’ approach to presenting risk information.
Addressing too many issues simultaneously or
increasing the amount of information provided
during risk communication appears to compromise recall and comprehension [34,35] . One explanation provided for the apparent lower uptake
of cholesterol screening following tailored risk
assessment based on family history, for instance,
was that messages embedded in the 8–15-page
tailored report issued to the intervention arm
were too complex relative to a 1-page directive
message given to control arm participants [36] . If
those communicating IFs from WGS to patients
hope to use them to motivate behavior change,
they will need to be judicious about what to
disclose and what to omit.
Another challenge to any type of health communication intervention is maximizing the relevance of the information. People are more likely
future science group
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to process information deeply and be persuaded
by information that is consistent with existing
beliefs and attitudes than information in conflict with them [37] . Processes such as weighing
the pros and cons of behavior change have actually been associated with lower rates of behavior change in instances where particular health
communications and individuals’ lifestyles and
beliefs were in conflict, causing ‘reactance’ to
occur where individuals do not simply ignore the
message, but reject it altogether [38,39] . In the context of genetic risk assessments, this danger may
be especially high. Nearly all studies of genetic
susceptibility testing to date have attempted to
convince individuals with strong beliefs about
the genetic basis for disease (e.g., by seeking
to participate in genetic susceptibility testing
research) that they should focus on behavioral
factors instead and change their lifestyles. While
individuals do not interpret genetic information for modifiable conditions deterministically
[30] , some evidence suggests that individuals at
increased genetic risk of disease may favor biologically based responses (e.g., medications) over
lifestyle modifications [40] .
Yet, genetic information is well suited to feel
personally meaningful to individuals. People
tend to think about DNA as units of family
identity [41] and genetics has embedded itself in
everyday culture and conversation in ways that
have powerful positive meanings (e.g., when
leaders talk about the “DNA of their businesses”
[42] ). In addition, the burgeoning research on
consumer genetic testing shows that services that
profile the geographic ancestry of individuals
based on mitochondrial DNA profiles or specific SNP patterns rival health-specific motivations as drivers for the uptake of services [43] . If
the ability of IFs to motivate behavior change
is dependent upon their ability to create a kind
of epiphany and if the ability of an epiphany to
occur is dependent upon people’s ability to connect with information, then it is worth noting
that genetic information can have greater personal meaning to individuals than other types
of risk information.
The preceding points suggest that communicating genetic risk information to promote
health behavior changes might require a more
nuanced approach than is typically used. To
minimize the potential for reactive responses,
some experts recommend that health educators
avoid telling people that their existing beliefs
and attitudes need to change, but to ‘roll with
resistance’ [44] and acknowledge them without
judgment. It has been suggested that disease
www.futuremedicine.com
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representations often overlap with conceptions
of the self [45] . Affirmation of the self may be one
of the strongest motivators of behavior [46] and
providing it appears to make people more receptive to persuasive messages [47] . For the purposes
of using WGS IFs to motivate behavior change,
this might mean spending more time addressing the meaning of genetics and family history
after a risk assessment, and delaying the typical
reflex among physicians and health educators
to tell a person to mitigate their inherited risks
through lifestyle modification. Such ideas have
been proposed in the past [45,48] , but have yet to
be tested.

Characteristics of the context of
disclosure
WGS is presently ordered for diagnostic and
treatment purpose – situations where emotions
are often high – making it hard for patients
to attend to primary findings, much less IFs
[37] . Physicians considering disclosure of IFs to
patients will undoubtedly weigh their importance
against the immediate needs of the situation and
it is possible that disclosure of IFs that warrant
action but are not immediately life-threatening
will be delayed until immediate needs have been
addressed. For example, disclosure of increased
susceptibility to hypercholesterolemia might be
delayed until cancer treatments have been completed. Moreover, clinicians are likely to omit
disclosing IFs they judge to have questionable
clinical utility altogether, such as variants of
unknown significance with modest evidence
of pathogenicity, or genetic markers indicating
increases to disease risk too minor to affect clinical recommendations for prevention or treatment. As a consequence, where WGS IFs are
disclosed may be different from where primary
WGS findings are disclosed.
While WGS is traditionally considered a clinical tool, options are emerging in the consumer
marketplace for both WGS itself and the interpretation of WGS results [49] . Situations may
emerge where WGS was performed in a clinic for
a specific diagnostic or treatment purpose, but
where individuals take ownership and have their
genomes interpreted through other means, raising oft-cited concerns for companies and their
use of microchip arrays. Indeed, microarraybased genetic testing conducted in the marketplace has been criticized, in part due to concerns
that companies are not rigorously confirming
the associations between genetic markers and
disease risk [50] , an issue that is far more critical
with respect to WGS. Naive interpreters of WGS
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information may assume that disease-causing
variants listed in publicly accessible databases
such as the Human Gene Mutation Database
and dbSNP are accurate, rather than heavily
‘contaminated’ with exaggerated information
[51] . It is beyond the scope of this piece to address
the opportunities and challenges posed by the
use of consumer genetics to provide and interpret WGS information. At present, ensuring the
clinical validity of WGS IFs is still contingent
upon the expertise of clinicians who manually
distinguish meaningful genetic variants from
those with no real association with disease [51] .
The potential for people to receive and respond
to inaccurate indications of disease risk is real,
particularly in settings that attempt to automate the identification and categorization of
sequencing variants.
Settings also play pivotal roles in enabling
health behavior change by addressing outcomespecific needs. The impact of risk assessment
programs on all types on health behaviors
tends to be stronger when provided in healthcare settings than in workplace or community
settings, arguably because the latter are not as
well equipped or trained for facilitating lifestyle
changes [52] . Most risk assessment interventions fall short by assuming that providing risk
information alone can motivate change, ignoring the particular set of psychosocial constructs
specific to any given health behavior that are
more important determinants of changes, such
as perceived barriers, behavioral capabilities and
self-efficacy [53] . Initial analyses of the kinds of
health behavior changes made following disclosure of incidental information in the aforementioned REVEAL Study suggest that they have
low psychosocial barriers to change, such as adding over-the-counter supplements [6] . Achieving
the kinds of health behavior changes that will
substantially reduce disease risks for most complex conditions, such as increasing the frequency
of moderate-intensity aerobic activities, eating
more fruits and vegetables or stopping smoking,
likely requires not only a motivated individual,
but also vigorous engagement by health educators trained to increase behavioral capacity and
self-efficacy. Certainly, popular and successful
programs such as WeightWatchers® are common
and the landscape of direct-to-consumer (DTC)
genomic services continues to evolve. Whether
genomic service providers go beyond simply
communicating risk information to proactively
facilitating health behavior change is likely to
affect whether WGS IFs spur health behavior
changes or not.
future science group
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It will also be crucial to monitor how market and clinical institutions interact. The rise
of DTC genetic testing has raised concerns that
consumers will use primary care physicians to
help them interpret and respond to DTC test
results, potentially requesting unnecessary
follow-up services [54] . Moreover, great potential exists for individuals to be informed about
health threats when they seek WGS simply for
entertainment purposes, such as learning more
about geographic ancestry. Consumers who
seek the assistance of physicians to interpret
and respond to DTC test or sequencing results
may be disappointed or even misled, however.
Healthcare professionals of all types tend to have
poor understandings of genetics [55,56] and the
same potential exists as for consumer services for
physicians to blindly assume that benign variants are pathogenic based on exaggerated information in publicly available databases used to
interpret WGS information.
Another contextual factor that is likely to
affect whether or not individuals use WGS IFs
to change health behaviors involves the question of whether patients have opted to receive
them. While all IFs are likely to generate some
level of surprise, whether or not individuals were
provided the opportunity to decide whether or
not they would receive IFs may affect whether
they react positively or negatively to the information [57] . Extreme examples of how lack of choice
can change perspectives towards information are
the lawsuits over the storage and use of blood
spots from newborn screening for research in
Texas and Minnesota, where the omission of an
informed consent step served as the crux of the
grievances [58] . As one of the plaintiffs stated, “If
they’d asked me if I would consent … I would
have probably said yes” [59] . While clinical
analysis of voluntarily provided WGS samples
represents a very different context than research
on newborn blood samples provided through a
compulsory program, it still demonstrates how
giving individuals autonomy can change their
attitudes towards events. Situations where participants are not given choices, particularly where
they are emotionally charged, can cause them to
shy away from information in some situations
[60] or to respond in exactly the opposite way
to that which was intended [38,61] . At the very
least, providing individuals choices of whether
or not they will be informed about IFs is likely
to select for individuals with greater motivation
to act on IF information. A plethora of studies of
health behavior change, based on genetic information or otherwise, have found stronger effects
future science group
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among those who actively self-referred to the
intervention compared with those who passively
responded to offers to participate [62–64] .

Characteristics of patients
We have already discussed important psycho
social determinants of health behaviors that
WGS IFs may have the power to alter, particularly disease susceptibility and control perceptions, and personal autonomy. Other determinants that may be particularly important to
consider are addressed here, namely personal
and family histories of disease, patient emotional
states and interpersonal relationships.
Personal and family histories of disease of
individuals have strong associations with health
behaviors and responses to genetic risk assessments [65,66] and are likely to have a strong effect
on how individuals respond to WGS IFs. Most of
the concerns about IFs involve the potential for
false-positives to unnecessarily provoke screening and follow-up procedures, but the reverse
situation can also be true: IFs may help explain
heretofore unexplained phenotypes and inform
prevention and treatment strategies. In fact,
incorporating these histories into choices regarding what to disclose is strongly recommended as
a way to minimize the number of false-positives
generated [67] . By providing an explanation for a
personal or family history of disease, IF disclosure may be particularly effective at motivating
behavior change.
Emotional states of patients are also likely
to help determine how individuals respond to
WGS IFs. Consistently, studies of genetic susceptibility testing have shown that individuals
cope well with its results, even indications of
increased risk [68] . However, evidence also shows
that short-term increases in distress can occur
[69] . Notably, minor increases in distress can spur
health behavior change, but major distress can
sometimes inhibit the ability of people to attend
to information and in some cases even result in
maladaptive responses [37,70] . It is likely that the
original reasons for sequencing has already created an emotional situation and physicians will
need to be careful that further disclosure of IFs
does not push individuals into responding in
ways that can be detrimental to their health.
Lastly, the familial implications of genetic
information mean practitioners who disclose IFs
need to be sensitive to their potential impact on
the relatives of patients in addition to the patients
themselves. WGS IFs resulting from germline
mutations have direct implications for blood relatives and the disclosure of IFs in any given person
www.futuremedicine.com
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has the potential to cascade into disclosure to
family units. Clinicians should at least consider
that IF information may or should be shared with
a patient’s relatives, depending on the nature of
the IFs and the strength of familial relationships.
In situations where patients want to or should
communicate IFs with relatives, clinicians have
an opportunity to suggest ways of doing so that
maximize adaptive responses – behavioral and
otherwise – and protect the rights to privacy
and confidentiality of family members, while
minimizing the risks of disrupting relationships.

Looking ahead
Our understanding of genomics has vast room
for improvement. We can only explain a small
proportion of the presumed genetic variance for
most conditions [71] and our knowledge of how
genes interact with one another and other factors, particularly gene–environment interactions,
is poor. Using present genetic information to
inform everyday choices such as meal preparation
and how to exercise or choose working and living environments may be premature, even if services to do that currently exist. It may be decades
before interactions between genes, behavior and
environment are understood well enough to provide substantial utility to warrant individualized
recommendations based on genomic profiles.
Furthermore, behavior change interventions
that take advantage of some of the more unique
aspects of genetic risk information are in their
infancy. Genetic information provides insight
into specific biological barriers to lifestyle modification and could enrich personalized prevention strategies by identifying smokers who may
be particularly sensitive to nicotine withdrawal,
for instance [5,72] . These and other approaches are
theoretical at present and not specific to the disclosure of incidental information. Nevertheless,
given the relentless pace of genetic discoveries,
it is likely that disease mechanisms – and corresponding prevention strategies – will be elucidated in the future. We remain optimistic that
the issue is not whether such understandings will
evolve, but when; and when it does, the ability of
WGS IFs to inform health behaviors to decrease
disease risk will improve markedly. In fact, the
utility of disclosing WGS IFs will increase simply
as our understanding of disease prevention and
treatment improves. Genetic factors are thought
to account for a small proportion of disease risk
for most common diseases and an improved
understanding of socio–behavioral risk factor
reduction may be contributing to encouraging
reductions in the incidence of diseases such as
382
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cancer in the USA [73] . If disclosure of WGS IFs
represents a ‘teachable moment’ for clinicians to
capitalize on, we might expect health behavior
responses to improve in the future simply due
to more efficacious prevention and treatment
strategies.
Also worth noting here is that the psycho
logical mechanisms we have addressed in this
piece are only partially based on rational, planned
models of intervention. Genetic susceptibility
testing for AD conducted in the REVEAL Study
and presented throughout this perspective piece
has been one of few studies to show that genetic
risk information – incidental or otherwise – can
motivate heath behavior changes [5] . Genetic
testing for hereditary breast cancer, colorectal
cancer and melanoma syndromes appears to
motivate at-risk individuals to adhere to screening recommendations [74,75] , but the overwhelming majority of studies have shown no impact of
genetic risk information for common diseases on
lifestyle behaviors such as diet or exercise [5,9,76] .
Interestingly, findings in the REVEAL Study
were observed even though proven prevention
strategies for AD are lacking [77] . While contextual differences (e.g., the emotional nature
of AD), methodological limitations (e.g., selfreported outcomes or enrollment primarily of
first-degree relatives of AD patients) or participant misunderstandings might explain discrepancies between REVEAL Study findings and
findings from the field at large; we also suggest
that that behavior change in the REVEAL Study
might have been observed precisely because AD
lacks well-known prevention strategies. Health
behaviors that contribute to heart disease or diabetes risk are well-understood, for example, and
participants enrolling in genetic risk assessment
trials involving those conditions likely knew
what to do to reduce their risk before the intervention was conducted. By contrast, genetic testing for AD risk may motivate individuals to seek
information on and adopt behaviors to reduce
their AD risk that are not well known or proven,
but might have some effect. Alternatively, motivation to change behaviors may be stronger in the
context of AD prevention than for other diseases
because individuals believe that they would have
to modify behaviors sooner and more vigorously
to achieve results. Whatever the reasons, the evidence suggesting genetic susceptibility testing for
AD risk can motivate behavior changes when
testing for more modifiable conditions cannot
highlight how behavioral responses to genetic
information can be counterintuitive and the
field should not dismiss the potential health
future science group
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behavior benefits of disclosing WGS IFs until
more research has been conducted.
Similarly, the field needs to be sensitive to
the potential for IF disclosure to provoke health
behaviors that may be counter-productive. We
have generally focused here on whether or not
health behavior changes might ensue from disclosing incidental information, not whether or
not such changes are warranted or even beneficial.
Initial fears that genetic information about modifiable conditions might be interpreted deterministically and cause individuals to increase maladaptive behaviors have not been borne out [10,30]; however, genetic testing has been shown to motivate
some individuals to adopt behaviors that are not of
confirmed beneficence, such as taking nutritional
supplements [78,79] . Given that WGS likely attracts
those with favorable attitudes towards science and
technology, early users of WGS may be especially
willing to try unproven prevention strategies.
Lastly, it is worth noting that the whole issue
of IFs from WGS may decrease over time. The
definition of IFs used in this piece presumes a goal
to sequencing, such as the diagnosis of disease or
the optimization of treatment. Many have even
presumed that WGS of individuals, perhaps even
at birth, will be commonplace and used as a kind
of universal screening tool [80] . Even if WGS is
limited to providing health information, however, WGS can provide information about traits
that do not directly affect health, but potentially
impact health behaviors. Consumer genetic testing already provides information about traits such
as earwax type and eye patterns. Could WGS IFs
about traits such as height motivate children to
choose playing basketball over gymnastics? One
of the most popular uses of consumer genetic testing, the disclosure of geographic ancestry, can
have powerful effects on how individuals think
about themselves and how others think about the
person profiled. Could the disclosure of ancestry motivate individuals to adopt more ethnic
diets? Almost certainly, this is the type of incidental information that would not be ‘imposed’
upon individuals. Does volitionally seeking the
information select for people who are willing to
have their identities ‘primed’? These are just a
few of the more complicated ways in which WGS
information may cause people to change health
behaviors.

Conclusion
The possibility exists for WGS IFs to influence health behaviors more than intentionally
sought genetic risk information, but changes are
likely to occur in only particular contexts when
future science group
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information is communicated in particular ways,
and the changes that ensue may not be either warranted or desirable. Important to keep in mind,
also, is that most of the arguments asserted in
this piece are based on a very limited body of
empirical evidence. Substantial efforts are being
made to gather empirical evidence of the impact
of disclosing incidental information identified
during biobanking and other types of biological
work. Concurrent efforts are also being made to
understand how people understand and respond
to WGS not just in the diagnostic context, but as
a screening tool in primary care. Empirical data
of the effects of disclosing incidental information
from WGS is forthcoming. In the meantime, physicians and policy-makers would be best served to
reserve judgment on the beneficial or detrimental
impact of disclosing WGS IFs on health behaviors
are clearer.

Future perspective
Incidental information disclosure will be increasingly common as more and more physicians
incorporate WGS into their practices, and it is
likely to affect many patients’ health behaviors.
The psychological processes behind changes may
differ from those typically exploited in lifestyle
interventions, however, and changes may be neither warranted nor beneficial. The likelihood that
changes ensue will depend not only on what is
disclosed and the effectiveness of prevention and
treatment strategies, but also on whether the
information is communicated parsimoniously
and in ways that align with existing attitudes
and beliefs. Furthermore, contextual factors will
be important, including whether patients were
forewarned about receiving IFs and whether disclosure is accompanied by services to facilitate
understandings and behavior changes. Finally,
whether individuals adopt behavior changes will
be affected by individual-level factors such as
patients’ attitudes towards genetic risk information and their abilities to process it. Practitioners
should be cautiously optimistic about the ability
of incidental information from WGS to motivate
positive health behavior changes.
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Executive summary
Health behaviors & incidental findings
 Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) can identify thousands of genetic variants of variable utility that may be incidental to the original
purposes of sequencing.
 Preliminary analyses of the behavioral impact of disclosing incidental cardiovascular disease associations during a genetic risk
assessment for Alzheimer’s disease suggest that it motivates individuals to change multiple types of health behaviors.
 Although genetic risk assessments for common diseases have shown little ability to motivate behavior changes, disclosure of incidental
findings (IFs) may be effective since it elicits a different kind of psychological response.
Characteristics of the information & how it is communicated
 The ability of WGS IF disclosure to motivate health behavior change may be dependent not only on the kind, but also on the quantity,
of information disclosed.
 The behavioral impact of WGS IFs might be augmented if they are communicated in ways that align with patients’ identities.
Characteristics of the context of disclosure
 For WGS conducted with a purpose, consideration of IFs may be delayed by the need to address primary findings.
 A combination of clinical and marketplace settings may be involved in interpreting WGS information, affecting what is identified as
clinically significant and what kind of services are offered to support health behavior changes.
 Forewarning individuals that they may receive IFs may make them more receptive to the information and prime them towards making
behavior changes.
Characteristics of patients
 Responses to IF disclosure may be additionally affected by patients’ personal and family histories of disease, emotional states and
interpersonal relationships.
Looking ahead
 An improving understanding of gene–behavior and gene–environment interactions, and disease prevention more generally is likely to
increase the clinical utility of WGS information, and thus the utility of IF disclosure.
 Physicians and policymakers need to be sensitive to the ways WGS may affect health behaviors through many different psychological
mechanisms.
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